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Many accounting professionals want the security of using their software on their
own desktop or local computer. They get to exercise control, ownership of sensitive
client �les, and manage their business without having to go to the cloud or web.
eFileCabinet’s CloudView enables these desktop-bound users to not only have their
local hard-drive stored data backed up to the cloud, but it creates a future ‘bridge’ to
enable them to transition to entirely working on the cloud with no local software
installed.

CloudView provides immediate document security, backup and redundancy
capabilities while enabling customers to feel comfortable accessing their data in the
cloud. CloudView even utilizes similar software interface as the desktop version of
eFileCabinet to improve comfort. This provides customers the con�dence that
having a cloud-only version of their software could also be feasible when they are
ready in the future.

Click here to see all of the other nominees for the 2015 Innovation Awards.
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